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How the Coronavirus is Impacting the Global Trucking Industry 3

• The Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped over 1,000 points last Monday, and freight share values fell drastically, 
only time will tell how the coronavirus outbreak will impact the trucking industry and the worldwide population.

• Now, the world is taking measures to fight the bug, prevent its spread, and save the global economy.
• Not only is coronavirus threatening public health, but it’s also crippling the Chinese economy and supply chains 

around the world. This nationwide lockdown has disrupted business operations and created a range of challenges 
for freight companies, from restricted port access to roadblocks.

• Chinese freight workers haven’t been able to send unloaded shipments to their final destinations, and loads have 
started to accumulate at drop-off locations. Even if trucking routes were accessible, few drivers are available to 
transport loads. (A large percentage of them live in heavily impacted Hubei and nearby provinces.)

• JOC says trucking activities in central China are only operating around 20-40%, with critical conditions facing the 
Zhejiang Province, particularly Ningbo. This region is almost entirely shut down, and only 10-20% of its trucks are in 
use. However, the same piece notes “…capacity is much better in north China with around 70-80% availability…”

• China has the second-largest economy on earth and a global supply force. Because its business ties span the planet, 
the productivity decrease has triggered negative economic repercussions across the world.

• The Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped over 1,000 points last Monday, and freight share values fell drastically. 
Airlines have been hit especially hard, calculating billions in lost earnings. Ocean carriers aren’t faring much better; 
many are experiencing sharp declines in revenue.

• The United States imports most of the goods it consumes. FreightWaves notes “Chinese imports accounted for 
roughly 40% of the shipments entering the U.S. in the last month”, and 7% of sea shipments from China to the West 
Coast (of the U.S.) had been canceled as a result of coronavirus.

• The longer China’s downturn lasts, the more it will hurt manufacturers. Vining Sparks cites car companies - common 
customers of U.S. freight companies - as examples. Its Portfolio Management Group division writes, “Hyundai and 
Renault have already announced plant closures due to supply issues from [mainland] China. Fiat Chrysler has 
warned…it might need to halt some production in Europe due to supply chain issues.” If the slump persists, not only 
will freight companies have fewer products to transport, but manufacturers will run out of goods to sell.
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The New Office Layout of the Future? 4

• Our offices will never be the same after COVID-19. Here’s what they could look like
• It’s hard to imagine now—as most of us are reading this in quarantine, with our feet propped on Costco boxes of 

spaghetti noodles—but we will one day have to go back to our offices. COVID-19 won’t be eradicated, and not 
everyone will be immune. But we’ll still be expected to sit at a desk and work. So how will work…work?

• Using learnings gathered in China, along with World Health Organization data and the advice of medical 
specialists, Cushman Wakefield developed a new concept inside its own headquarters dubbed the Six Feet Office.

• The core premise is to ensure that six feet, the recommended measurement for safe social distancing, stays 
between people at all times. This behavior is encouraged through properly spaced desks, but also visual signals, 
such as a circle embedded in the carpeting around each desk to ensure people don’t get too close.

• Using arrows on the floor, people are also encouraged to walk clockwise, and only clockwise, in lanes around the 
office. This one-way traffic is the same approach that healthcare workers take in hospitals to help avoid the 
spread of pathogens.

• Each morning, employees are also asked to grab a paper placemat for their desk. At the end of the day, the paper 
is thrown away, which could help mitigate some contact-based spread of COVID-19 on office surfaces.

• Cushman & Wakefield is even installing beacons into its office, which track the movements of employees 
throughout the space via their phones. Those beacons will be a way for the company to audit the efficacy of its 
own design—did people get too close or not?—and they may be used to audibly alert people when they break 
the invisible six-foot barrier. 

• Most office HVAC systems don’t bring in much, if any, fresh air. Instead, they                                               
recirculate what’s already inside, which is a mix of carbon dioxide from our                                                 
exhalations, chemicals that off-gassed from building and decorating materials,                                                  
and, of course, airborne pathogens.

• “Improved air filtration is probably the single most important lesson learned                                                
from China,” COVID-19 will cause many companies to acquire extra air filtration                                                 
solutions in the short term in an effort to promote healthier air.
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Study: Walmart’s online grocery sales skyrocket in March
• With a strong e-comm presence, Walmart racked up impressive yoy online grocery sales growth in March.
• Grocery’s online sales reached nearly $900 million in March, up 21% from February 2020 and 99% from the 

previous year, according to 1010data, a provider of data and analytics to asset managers, retailers and CPG 
companies. The surge came as consumers rushed online to stock up on groceries and find high-demand items 
amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

• 1010data gathered Walmart-specific data points—including online, click and collect, and home delivery of 
Walmart groceries purchased online. The data is projected from the company’s panel of 5 million U.S. consumers 
and is based on tracking credit and debit card sales.

• Here are other Walmart highlights from the data:
o Some of the biggest category movers, over the previous month, were hand sanitizer - up 307%; alcohol - up 

143%; cough and cold medicine - up 116%; and toilet paper - up 133%.
o Walmart grocery shoppers spent an average of $127 per order (up 11%) following Trump’s Oval Office 

address.
o Within 2 weeks, however, average orders dropped to $98 (14% lower than normal) as shoppers encountered 

stock-outs due to the overwhelming demand for purchasing groceries through the service.

Parent of Coach, Kate Spade to review store closings bi-weekly; gives China update
• Tapestry will extend its store closures in NA and Europe by two weeks, through April 24, and will continue to pay 

employees through that time, and will continue to reassess store closure decisions on a bi-weekly basis. 
• It noted that “essentially” all of its stores in China have re-opened and results are “slowly and steadily improving.” 

Similarly in South Korea, all stores have resumed normal operating hours. Over the past weeks, as determined by 
local government guidelines and authorities, many other stores have been closed in the Asia Pacific region 
including all stores in Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, New Zealand and, most recently, in some areas in Japan.

• Most of Tapestry’s global distribution centers continue to operate with only one in Malaysia and a third party 
facility in New Jersey temporarily closed, the company said.
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Overall teen spending plunges — except for food; fave online brand is…
The nation’s teens have cut back their spending amid the COVID-19 outbreak with one noticeable exception: food.
• Food continues to be teens’ No. 1 overall spending category, at 25% of wallet share, which is up from 23% in fall 

2019,  according to Piper Sandler Cos.’s 39th semi-annual “Taking Stock With Teens”  survey, which polled some 
5,200 teens nationwide between Feb. 17 and March 27. Food accounts for the largest share of males’ budgets, 
the survey found, and is a very close second for females, behind apparel. Chick-fil-A retained its top spot as 
teens’ favorite restaurant brand, followed by Starbucks. Other favorite brands: Chipotle, McDonald’s and Dunkin’ 
Donuts. 

• While apparel spending still accounts for the largest wallet share of female teens, it was down 14% from last 
year. Footwear spending fell 5% from last year. But the biggest drop was in cosmetics spending, which fell 26% 
year-to-year to $103 a year, a 10-year low for the category.

• On an overall basis, annual spending by teens was down 13% in the spring survey, at $2,300 in the spring survey 
— the lowest spending level reported by teens since fall 2011 — and down 4% from fall 2019.

• Other survey highlights are below:
• Amazon was the top online shopping destination (53%), followed by Nike (5%), Urban Outfitters (2%) and 

Lululemon (2%).
• Nike remains the top clothing brand (25%), followed by American Eagle (10%), Adidas (5%), Hollister (4%), 

and PacSun (3%). 
• Nike was the top footwear brand (47%), followed by Vans (20%), Adidas (11%); Converse (4%) Foot Locker 

(3%).
• Ulta maintained No. 1 preferred beauty destination (39%), followed by Sephora (24%), Target and Walmart 

(both at 8%) and Amazon (4%).
• Instagram was the most used social platform (85%), followed by Snapchapt (62%), TikToc (62%), Twitter 

(41%) and Facebook (34%).
• Teens care about social/political issues naming the environment as No. 1; followed by COVID-19.
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Nordstrom’s tailors get to work — making masks
• Nordstrom is the largest employer of tailors in North America — and it’s putting them to good use as stores remain 

closed during the COVID-19 pandemic. The department store retailer is leveraging the alterations teams in its 
stores to make 60,000 reusable face covers for all its employees working to fulfill online orders.

• The new initiative is in addition to a recently announced agreement between Nordstrom, partner Kaas Tailored, 
Providence Health & Services and the Ascension network of hospitals to have members of the retailer’s alterations 
teams in Illinois, Washington, D.C., Florida, New York, New Jersey, Washington, Oregon, Texas, and California to 
create more than 100,000 masks that will be given back to Kaas for sanitization before being distributed. 

Lidl’s growing U.S. supply chain network lays groundwork for store expansion
• The German discount grocer Lidl is building a supply chain infrastructure that points to future expansion.
• According to a story by Retail Leader, Lidl is building a network of large distribution centers along the Eastern 

seaboard that will be capable of serving 1,500 or more stores when fully operational.
• The grocer recently opened its third center, in Perryville, Md., midway between Washington, D.C., and Philadelphia. 

A fourth warehouse, the company’s largest to date at 925,000-sq.-ft., will be located in southeast of Atlanta. 

With Amazon Shipping on pause, the e-commerce giant cedes ground to competitors
• The coronavirus is upending businesses globally — and platforms like Amazon are beginning to show their 

weaknesses.
• This first became clear when Amazon began prioritizing only essential products to be allowed into its fulfillment 

centers, as it dealt with the increasing bottleneck of U.S. customers staying home and demanding more products 
be shipped to them. Now, other parts of Amazon’s business are being put on hold; last week, the company told 
shippers that it would halt its third-party shipping service Amazon Shipping. Put together, it seems that logistics 
ambitions for the world’s biggest e-commerce company will have to be put on hold, as businesses realize they need 
to focus on their core offerings.
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H-E-B Feeds the Frontlines Tackling COVID-19
H-E-B is delivering 75,000 of its chef-inspired Meal Simple meals to doctors, nurses and other health care workers 
dealing directly with COVID-19. Over the next five weeks, the quick, microwaveable meals — worth over $350,000 —
will be dropped off at hospitals across Texas.

The Giant Co. Helping Small Food Businesses in PA
The Giant Co. has introduced a $250,000 emergency grant program, in partnership with nonprofit Team Pennsylvania, 
to support small businesses in Pennsylvania’s food supply chain affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Automated Kiosks in Food Retailing
The term “kiosk” has become part of the lexicon, as automated kiosks become part of the supermarket experience.
• For customers, automated kiosks offer a faster and more convenient checkout experience where                                 

they can control the speed and bagging process. Automated kiosks also offer time-saving                                         
benefits for retailers and their staffs, as there will be fewer employees needed for checkout                                
lanes, in turn creating more opportunities for profit

• Another benefit of automated kiosks is the ability for retailers to share relevant content with                              
customers because self-service kiosks are networked and can be remotely accessed and                                            
controlled from anywhere with an internet connection using cloud-based software

• Coinstar can lay claim to having invented self-service coin-counting kiosks in the early 1990s
• Between autonomous delivery and mobile checkout options, more and more grocers are                                           

looking to new technology to maximize the shopper’s experience.
• Today’s shoppers are subject to thousands of daily marketing messages. In this “world of                                     

oversaturation,” kiosks can stand out as an interactive way to deliver information that feels                                
customized to the recipient.

• Retailers will be literally stepping up to kiosk value and variety — and consumers will be right                                
behind them. 
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Instacart Beefs Up Support Ranks
• Instacart is growing its customer support ranks from a team of 1,200 to an army of 18,000 as the company grapples 

with overwhelming demand in the wake of COVID-19.
• Instacart’s customer service division, called Care, had 1,200 team members in March; by May it will employ 18,000 

members actively supporting customers, shoppers and partners, the company says. 

Seismic Shifts in Consumer Behavior
• A return to “normal” is months away, and once it arrives, consumers                                                          

claim they will behave very differently, according to a new study of                                                         
6,500 consumers in six countries.

• "Consumer behavior has changed, and for many, those changes will                                                             
persist past the pandemic. For example, consumers are signaling a                                                            
seismic shift in their future buying behaviors for products and services                                                     
they deem important,” according to Natasha Kennedy, senior partner                                                           
and managing director of FleishmanHillard's TRUE Global Intelligence                                                         
practice. “With a clear understanding of how the crisis has changed                                                          
our expectations and beliefs, organizations can make decisions and                                                           
communicate relevantly and meaningfully among employees,                                                                     
customers and communities."

• The firm conducted simultaneous surveys of the United States, China,                                                         
Germany, Italy, South Korea and United Kingdom to gain a view of                                                             
various stages and expectations of the crisis, voiced by a cross-section                                                        
of the population including healthcare workers, people at medical risk                                                       
and those considered essential workers (65% of working adults), all of                                                       
whom seem to feel the impact more acutely. 
Report attached
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Smithfield shutting U.S. pork plant indefinitely, warns of meat shortages during pandemic
• Smithfield Foods, the world’s biggest pork processor, said on Sunday it will shut a U.S. plant indefinitely due to a rash 

of coronavirus cases among employees and warned the country was moving “perilously close to the edge” in 
supplies for grocers.

• Slaughterhouse shutdowns are disrupting the U.S. food supply chain, crimping availability of meat at retail stores 
and leaving farmers without outlets for their livestock.

• Smithfield extended the closure of its Sioux Falls, South Dakota, plant after initially saying it would idle temporarily 
for cleaning. The facility is one of the nation’s largest pork processing facilities, representing 4% to 5% of U.S. pork 
production, according to the company.

Amazon hires 100K, opens up 75K additional roles as COVID-19 surges demand
Amazon will open 100,000 full- and part-time positions in its fulfillment centers and delivery network as it sees a spike 
in demand for e-commerce due to quarantines and social distancing during the COVID-19 outbreak.

Are rising supply chain expectations putting more and more pressure on your business?
The nature of managing a business on a global scale is undergoing fundamental change, driven by the expectations of 
the consumer, and it’s up to the world’s supply chains to keep up. The slow, siloed, sequential planning techniques of 
the past are no match for today’s fast-paced reality.
That’s why it’s time to rethink supply chain planning and look to a different approach. We call it concurrent planning.
In this guide, supply chain industry experts take a deeper dive into this technique, covering topics such as:

• Why concurrency is essential for today’s complex global networks
• What concurrent planning is and the technology powering it
• How a leading components supplier is leveraging concurrency for exceptional results
• Four steps to enabling concurrent planning in your organization
• Looking ahead: Applying artificial intelligence and machine learning to supply chains
Report attached
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Study: COVID-19 isn’t keeping consumers out of certain stores
• A majority of consumers are still visiting physical stores when buying groceries — even in the wake of a pandemic.
• This was according to a new survey from shopping rewards app Shopkick, which revealed that 72% of consumers 

are visiting supermarkets and 69% are making big box stores their top  shopping destinations. 
• When searching for essentials, consumers are equal opportunity shoppers. They are also visiting drug stores (42%), 

dollar stores (32%), club stores (27%) and convenience stores (20%). 
• Regardless of where they are shopping, 39% of consumers said they are spending more money per shopping trip 

than before the COVID-19 outbreak, while 36% reported they’re spending about the same. A majority of shoppers 
(36%) said they spend between $51-$100 (36%), while 30% are spending between $26-$50. Only 18% spend an 
average of $100-$200, 13% spend $0-$25, and a mere 3% spend more than $200 per trip. 

Amazon is putting new grocery delivery customers on a wait-list
Due to an increase in demand amid the pandemic, Amazon will begin to add new grocery delivery customers to a wait-
list. They also are planning to shorten shopping hours at some Whole Foods locations. Many shoppers recently seeking 
to buy groceries online through Amazon's service found that there weren't any delivery slots open. The company said it 
will prioritize orders from existing customers purchasing food online.

Why Grocers Should Expect Another Run on Meat
• The CEO of Smithfield Foods says the country is "perilously close to the edge in terms of our meat supply" after the 

shutdown of a large pork processing facility in South Dakota due to COVID-19.
• Smithfield CEO Kenneth M. Sullivan says the company's Sioux Falls, S.D., facility will remain closed until further 

notice. “Unfortunately, COVID-19 cases are now ubiquitous across our country. Numerous plants across the country 
have COVID-19 positive employees. We have continued to run our facilities for one reason: to sustain our nation’s 
food supply during this pandemic. We believe it is our obligation to help feed the country, now more than ever. We 
have a stark choice as a nation: we are either going to produce food or not, even in the face of COVID-19,” he 
concluded.
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The Global Refrigerated Warehousing to Reach $49.6 Billion by 2027
Rising demand for perishable foods and development in the refrigerated warehousing industry are the factors driving 
market growth.
• The Global Refrigerated Warehousing market accounted for $19.08 billion in 2018 and is expected to reach $49.60 

billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 11.2%, according to a report by Research and Markets.
• Rising demand for perishable foods and development in the refrigerated warehousing industry are the factors 

driving market growth. However, more energy consumption & infrastructure costs are some of the factors 
restraining market growth.

• By geography, Asia Pacific is likely to have a huge demand due to rapid urbanization and the expansion of retail 
channels. The major countries that contribute significantly to the growth of the Asia Pacific region are China, Japan, 
India, and Australia & New Zealand. The increasing demand for frozen food is further expected to boost the 
refrigerated warehousing market.

Industry Coalition Calls for Federal Help to Keep Food Options Open for Trucking Community
• A coalition has formed to urge the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to help keep off-highway food 

establishments open for truck drivers.
• The coalition of groups represents cities and communities across the U.S., off-highway foodservice businesses 

including truck stops and travel centers, and blind merchants managing vending machines at interstate rest areas.
• According to the groups, off-highway restaurants and foodservice operations are struggling to remain open as their 

sales fall 50 percent or more. If they close, professional drivers will struggle to conveniently access food options as 
they deliver essential supplies during the COVID-19 pandemic.

• The coalition acknowledged the FHWA's recent decision to temporarily not enforce a ban on commercial activities 
at interstate rest areas with respect to food trucks, which the FHWA has said will only remain in place during the 
presidentially declared emergency. The coalition did not ask the FHWA to withdraw the non-enforcement notice, 
but urged food trucks to operate at rest areas where there are no other nearby options for truck drivers.
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Lenders ease pressure on YRC, as investor challenges board
YRC Worldwide can breathe easier as its creditors waive restrictions on EBITDA, cash payments. An activist investor, 
however, wants to force change at the company.

Lower oil and diesel prices are a mixed bag for trucking
• Oil has tumbled to as low as $25 per barrel for West Texas Intermediate (WTI), and the average U.S. diesel price 

per gallon has tumbled more than 10% since the beginning of March, according to the Department of Energy.
• Cheap oil building in inventories will not benefit the freight-oil sector of trucking, which was already troubled by a 

drop in U.S. shale-oil production, especially in Texas. In October, Dallas-based Stevens Transport's tanker division 
shuttered and laid off 586 people, according to Freightwaves. And if fleets negotiated fuel costs with shippers, 
they will not benefit from the cheaper fuel.

• WTI oil has averaged $50 per barrel over the last three years. The new lower price that oil companies receive 
discourages drilling, and flatbed and tanker fleets see less work. But on Sunday, OPEC and Russia came to 
agreement to cut production, likely increasing oil price, according to Bloomberg.

• Cheaper diesel has drawbacks on an industry-wide level. "You have a mixed bag of effects," ACT Research told 
Transport Dive.

• They said any fleet in oilfields will see less drilling and transport. Some of those fleets will likely have to cease 
operations and lay off drivers.

• The lower diesel prices even discourage the purchase of newer, more fuel-efficient Class 8 tractors, ACT said. 
OEMs and dealers usually rely on touting fuel savings to buyers. When diesel prices drop, the sales pitch becomes 
harder.

• The effect from the COVID-19 crisis has been demand destruction for oil. U.S. diesel prices averaged nearly $2.55 
for the week ending April 6, according to the Department of Energy. That is down 10.6% from the week ending 
March 2, and down 17.6% from the week ended April 8, 2019.

• World production averages 100 million barrels a day, Cinquegrana said. Cinquegrana said Russia and OPEC would 
ultimately like 20 million barrels of oil a day cut from that production, but he called that goal "wishful thinking.
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California approves Nuro's driverless vehicles to begin testing
• The California Department of Motor Vehicles issued Nuro a permit to operate                                                  

two self-driving delivery vehicles on select streets in the Bay Area without a safety                                           
driver present. Nuro becomes the second company to get such a permit after                                                   
Waymo received its permit in November 2018. 

• The two fully driverless cars will have a maximum speed of 25 miles per hour and                                             
will only be allowed to operate in fair weather conditions on streets with speed                                             
limits of 35 miles per hour. 

• The company's R2 fleet will start service with free deliveries to some customers                                             
in Mountain View, CA, Nuro's Chief Legal and Policy Officer David Estrada wrote                                              
in a Medium post. And due to the coronavirus, he said the approval also comes                                                
at a time  when the public needs "contactless delivery services." 

• A successful run for Nuro could have big implications for final mile delivery, a                                             
large aspect of trucking. Final mile delivery of freight is the least efficient part of                                      
transport, but autonomous vehicles (AVs) could help speed goods to customers in the final mile segment of supply 
chain, keeping drivers on the road for longer trips.

U.S. Set to Join Global Push Allowing Cargo Shipments in Passenger Jet Cabins
• U.S. air-safety regulators are poised to allow cargo shipments in the cabins of passenger planes to give airlines 

greater flexibility amid the coronavirus crisis, according to people familiar with the matter.
• The new guidance, the people said, is slated to be issued in coming days and is expected to resemble moves made 

by carriers and foreign aviation authorities from Canada to Ethiopia to the Middle East.
• Normally, operating restrictions and aircraft structural limits mean passenger jets must put all cargo in the bellies of 

aircraft. But in consultation with plane makers and airlines, Federal Aviation Administration officials are ready to lift 
those restrictions.
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Truckload linehaul rates see biggest decline since financial crisis
• Year-over-year declines in the Cass Freight Index accelerated in March, with the shipments index declining 9.2% and 

the expenditures index dropping 8.2% for the month.
• “This ends any chance of 2Q20 seeing y/y growth in domestic U.S. shipments and freight costs,” the report’s author 

and Stifel Financial (NYSE: SF) equity research analyst David Ross lamented. “This has quickly gone from a China 
production concern to a U.S. (and global) consumer spending problem. No business, no jobs, and no income for 
many leads to much less freight moving around.”

Americans Should Brace For Some Minor Disruptions In Food Chain As Processing Plant Workers Fall Ill
Industry experts insist that the disruptions will be more a matter of inconvenience--such as not having the same 
amount of variety--rather than severe shortages. Meanwhile, the increased demand from shoppers strains food banks 
just when they need resources the most. And Amazon fires two employees who were outspoken critics of the 
company's warehouse conditions.

The New York Times: U.S. Food Supply Chain Is Strained As Virus Spreads 
The nation’s food supply chain is showing signs of strain, as increasing numbers of workers are falling ill with the 
coronavirus in meat processing plants, warehouses and grocery stores. The spread of the virus through the food and 
grocery industry is expected to cause disruptions in production and distribution of certain products like pork, industry 
executives, labor unions and analysts have warned in recent days. The issues follow nearly a month of stockpiling of 
food and other essentials by panicked shoppers that have tested supply networks as never before. 
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Amazon is putting new grocery delivery customers on a wait-list
Due to an increase in demand amid the pandemic, Amazon will begin to add new grocery delivery customers to a wait-
list. They also are planning to shorten shopping hours at some Whole Foods locations. Many shoppers recently seeking 
to buy groceries online through Amazon's service found that there weren't any delivery slots open. The company said it 
will prioritize orders from existing customers purchasing food online.

‘People are desperate’: Fraudsters target vulnerable truckers with COVID scams
• Since the COVID-19 coronavirus aid package the CARES Act was finalized by Congress late last month, small-fleet 

owner Carole Salyer says her phone has been ringing off the hook with offers for loans and cash. “They’re 
scammers,” she said. “I bet I get 10 calls a day.”

• She and her husband Don run the six-truck Donald Salyer Trucking, operated in partnership with J. Burtt Trucking. 
Carole said last week she applied for the forgivable loan options offered by the CARES Act’s Paycheck Protection 
Plan, which directs banks to provide funds to small businesses to use for payroll and rent. Those loans will then be 
forgiven and funded by the Small Business Administration, should companies maintain their number of full-time 
employees through June 30.

• Fraudsters and hackers are using the fear, uncertainty and confusion surrounding COVID-19 — and the 
corresponding economic fallout and aid programs from Washington — to exploit vulnerable small businesses, 
including owner-operators and small fleets. These grifters gain access to victims’ bank accounts or open new lines 
of credit in their name. In that case, they’d take the money and run, leaving the victims to pick up the pieces.

More Than 450k KW, Peterbilt Trucks Recalled
Paccar is recalling more than 450,000 Kenworth and Peterbilt trucks equipped with NAMUX software, according to 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration documents. In the affected trucks, when the anti-lock brake system 
loses battery and/or ignition power to the controller, the dash warning light for the ABS may not light up to warn the 
driver of the loss of ABS.
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Owner-operators hold tough, some scrape by, as coronavirus stall saps revenues and loads
• The sudden, sharp economic fallout is one felt by many owner-operators and small fleets, no matter their type of 

freight. While some continue to scrape by on fewer loads, others are  hoping for bridge loans available from the 
Small Business Administration to keep their business going. Some, however, have found temporary work until they 
can resume trucking.

• The loans are part of Congress’ whopping $2 trillion federal aid package passed two weeks ago, intended to help 
small businesses make payroll (including paying oneself) and other monthly payments. Should the loan money be 
used for purposes stipulated by CARES, the Act requires banks to forgive the loans, funded ultimately by the Small 
Business Administration.

Using Yard Management Systems to Close Supply Chain Gaps
Pressured to improve their fulfillment and transportation operations in order to meet the rigors of e-commerce and 
changing consumer demands, companies are investing in the software and automation that helps their supply chains 
run smoothly and profitably. The yard isn’t generally a part of that conversation.
• “Most yards run pretty well, so there’s no real burning issue to push companies to invest in YMS,” says Joe Vernon, 

Capgemini’s practice leader, supply chain analytics.
• That doesn’t mean companies can afford to stick with this “good enough” approach to yard management. In fact, 

Vernon says adding automation, sensors and other advanced technologies in the yard can substantially improve 
those operations.

• For instance, driver check-in processes and vehicular movement in the yard can both be made more fluid using 
technology. The technology also puts predictive analytics and real-time decision-making into the hands of 
companies that previously lacked these capabilities.

• YMS helps solve one of the most pressing supply chain challenges for any shipper: just how efficiently carriers and 
other parties are using the time clock. This is particularly important in a HOS world, where drivers are limited in 
terms of how much time they can spend behind the wheel.
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Unions demand COVID-19 protections for Amazon warehouse workers
• National labor union leaders sent a letter to Jeff Bezos, Amazon CEO, demanding safety improvements for U.S. 

warehouse workers amid the COVID-19 pandemic. The group included the AFL-CIO; the Retail, Wholesale and 
Department Store Union; and the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees.

• The groups called for the "swift" reinstatement of Chris Smalls, a worker at an Amazon warehouse in Staten Island 
the company said was terminated for violating social distancing guidelines, including orders to remain home after 
coming in contact with a coworker who tested positive for COVID-19. However, Smalls alleged he was fired for 
organizing a protest March 30 over fears of a COVID-19 outbreak at the warehouse. New York Attorney General 
Letitia James is calling on the National Labor Relations Board to investigate Amazon's actions.

FedEx adds 150 flights in April to shuttle PPE from Asia to the US
The carrier plans to redeploy aircraft it had parked, according to Bloomberg. FedEx has been cutting airfreight capacity 
since September. 

Air freight forwarders struggle in COVID-19 economy
Air freight forwarders are attempting to navigate the pandemic-driven economy, but the lack of business has resulted 
in sharp revenue declines and layoffs and may cause widespread consolidation in the sector.

After April crash, US trucking industry awaits peak disruption
Although some hope for a strong restart for trucking within months, others believe a long, staggered recovery is more 
likely, thanks to layoffs and small business bankruptcies.

Changing loading windows challenge US ag shippers
US exporters are incurring fees and added logistics costs throughout their supply chains as carriers disrupt sailing 
schedules through numerous blank sailings.
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Port Laredo once again the nation’s No. 1 gateway for international trade
Ongoing U.S.-China trade war and the coronavirus pandemic has the Port of Los Angeles reeling, economists said.
• Port Laredo has regained the No. 1 spot among the nation’s 450 international gateways for trade, topping the 

Port of Los Angeles for the second time in a year.
• During February, Port Laredo recorded $18.6 billion in two-way trade, while the Port of Los Angeles had $17.2 

billion, according to the latest U.S. Census Bureau data analyzed by WorldCity.
• Port Laredo’s new ranking is tied to the ongoing U.S.-China trade war and the coronavirus pandemic that has 

hurt the Port of Los Angeles, said Ken Roberts, an economist at WorldCity.
• “A stunning development the first time, the result of the impact of the U.S.-China trade war on the [Port of Los 

Angeles], this time it’s the one-two punch of the ongoing trade war and the coronavirus pandemic that has 
sent it, the U.S. economy and the global economy, reeling,” Roberts said in Forbes.

• The Port of Los Angeles fell to second, largely because of its dependence on Chinese imports, Roberts said. 
The ports trade with the world declined 15.2% in February, according to WorldCity. 

Port of Los Angeles Volumes Plunge 30% in March
Cargo volumes at the Port of Los Angeles, the busiest port in the United States, fell more than 30% in March as the 
COVID-19 crises increasingly hit the global supply chain.  The Port of Los Angeles moved 449,568 TEUs in March, a 
30.9% decrease compared to last year.

Global Food Exports Paralyzed by Growing Port Problems
• The port backups that have paralyzed food shipments around the world for weeks aren’t getting much better. 

In fact, in some places, they’re getting worse.
• The port choke-points are just the latest example of how the virus is snarling food production and distribution 

across the globe. Trucking bottlenecks, sick plant workers, export bans and panic buying have all contributed 
to why shoppers are seeing empty grocery store shelves, even amid ample supplies.
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US spot truckload rates begin April in freefall
Freight and rates in the spot market are starting to fall after shooting up in March, as the shutdown of a large swathe of 
the US economy sidelines shipping.

North American intermodal volumes plunge to near-decade low
Intermodal volume last week was the weakest in a nearly a decade as the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has wreaked 
havoc on the railroads, which an industry analyst believes could cost Class I railroads $9 billion dollars.

US Customs & Participating Government Agency Operations (CBP & PGA)
Many ports have issued standard ‘potential delays’ notices. Some processes and procedures for paper document 
submission have been altered. Several ports are only open certain days of the week with reduced staff, and many 
employees are working from home around the country. Specific issues should be handled directly with the port of 
entry. We will most likely begin to see some back ups and additional exams through Customs and some PGAs – FDA 
specifically, with the surge of increased imports of medical and emergency relief products.

*NEW* Duty Deferral
Although CBP initially indicated that importers could apply for duty deferral on an individual basis, they have since 
suspended those requests. On Friday, 3/27 there were reports that a 90-day duty suspension was close to being 
enacted, but during a press conference on 3/31, President Trump addressed duty deferral by stating nothing has been 
approved. On 4/3 White House economic advisor Larry Kudlow stated that the President would not be moving forward 
with any broad duty deferral plan. 

Section 301 and 232 Tariffs
Section 301 and 232 tariffs are still being collected on any applicable imports. Exclusions to Section 301 tariffs, 
however, are continuing to be granted on a rolling basis which is providing importers some relief on particular 
products. Three sets of exclusions were granted in the month of March.
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Transpacific westbound market update
US Exporters continue to find vessel space and equipment availability difficult to secure for the Transpacific trade. 
Vessel space is booked out 4 to 6 weeks to Asia.

U.S. Government Contracts 100+ Charter Flights
In support of medical supplies, the U.S. Gov’t has ordered over 100 charter flights from Shanghai into LAX. ORD, and JFK 
for the month of April. The removal of this capacity from the market is expected to increase rates to +$12/kg west coast 
& +$15 east coast within the coming days. General market rates from PVG have already increased by almost $3.00 per 
kilogram since last week. It is very possible that there may be a no space situation if demand continues to grow.

COVID-19 Crisis: Container Availability – from Shortage to Congestion
• Container ports all over the world, with the exception of China, are faced with imminent congestion when a 

multitude of boxes sent for shipment from factories in Asia arrive at their import destinations. As the infection rate 
of the COVID-19 in China declined and production resumed, a large number of containers which had piled up in 
China have finally sailed to Europe and North America.

• With Container Availability Index (CAx) values of 0.17 (20DCs) and 0.33 (40DCs), it seems like the Port of Shanghai is 
back at full productivity. In the past couple weeks, containers had piled up – CAx values of greater than 0.6 indicate 
a surplus of equipment – due to multitudinous blank sailings, something that would normally not happen often. 
Being able to forecast the development of the next 3 weeks, the CAx values for Shanghai will decrease from 0.41 for 
20DCS in week 14, indicating that equipment will become scarce again.
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CargoSmart, Cosco and Tesla in blockchain trial
• Tech firm CargoSmart Limited has carried out a pilot project with ocean carrier COSCO Shipping Lines using 

blockchain to share shipment data with a terminal operator in real-time.
• Apart from COSCO, Shanghai International Port Group (SIPG), and Tesla (Tesla) took part in the project which took 

place in December 2019.
• As part of the process, COSCO and SIPG streamlined the cargo release process by enabling Tesla to accelerate its 

cargo pick up procedures. The pilot also allowed SIPG to view a single, trusted source of COSCO’s sea waybill data, 
enabling faster preparation of delivery orders for consignees and their shipping agents.

Liners take out more capacity
Major maritime carriers blanked service on 160+ vessels in one week, according to Sea-Intelligence. Alpahliner 
reported that more than 13% of containership capacity has been idled, either through warm or cold storage, in the past 
month as demand withers due to lockdowns in Europe and the United States

NY–NJ port confident warehouse capacity sufficient to avoid bottleneck
Officials at the Port of New York and New Jersey say they don’t expect port marine terminals and area warehouses to 
experience as much of a space crunch as they and other East Coast ports were anticipating as cargo from China 
increases over the coming weeks.

MSC hit by network outage, cyber-attack not ruled out
• Swiss-based container shipping major Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) has been targeted by what is 

suspected to be a cyber attack.
• The company informed on its social media accounts that its website MSC.com and myMSC were not available amid 

a network outage in one of the company’s data centers in Geneva.
• Maersk was one of many global companies to be hit by a malware later known as NotPetya, distributed through a 

Ukrainian accounting software called MeDoc, which is used for filing tax returns in Ukraine.
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Coronavirus slashes volumes at LA, Long Beach ports
• Cargo volumes at the Port of Los Angeles, the number one container port in the United States, have plummeted 

due to the shock wave the coronavirus pandemic has sent throughout the global supply chains.
• The port said that its March cargo volumes reached 449,568 TEUs marking a 30.9 % fall year-on-year and a drop to 

the lowest monthly cargo level since February 2009.
• For the first quarter of 2020, volumes at the port have decreased by 18.5% compared to 2019. 

2nd contract awarded for Corpus Christi Channel deepening
• The Corpus Christi Ship Channel Improvement Project aimed at allowing larger tankers at the Port of Corpus Christi 

is entering its second stage.
• The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers awarded a $97.9 million construction contract to Texas-based Callan Marine for 

the second stage of the project of the planned four. The company is expected to mobilize its newest and largest 
dredger General MacArthur to carry out the project.

• The four-stage project increases the channel depth from -47 feet Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) to -54 ft MLLW, 
and widens the channel to 530 feet with an additional 400 feet of barge shelves.

Comment – Perhaps in line with expanding Gulf ports’ access to export capabilities for LHG and West TX fracking oil exports to China?  
Of late, safety and environmental restrictions have been lessened in order to expedite this capability – enabling the U.S. to move into the #3 
global LNG exporting role 

Port of Oakland joins coronavirus-caused cargo decline list
• The Port of Oakland reported Monday that global trade weakened by the coronavirus pandemic resulted in a year-

over-year 10.3% container import decline in March.
• The return of empty containers to Asia dropped 23%, the port said, noting that ports all along the U.S. West Coast 

also reported cargo volume drops in March.
• In other March year-over-year figures at the Port of Oakland: (i) The number of ships calling Oakland decreased 

10.6%. (ii) Loaded container volume declined 7.4%. (iii) Export container volume dipped 5%.
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How coronavirus ‘stress tests’ will change ocean shipping
• The coronavirus pandemic will permanently change ocean shipping, but how? The short answer is: It depends on 

how long the outbreak lasts. A 2020 plunge and 2021 snapback is one thing, a multi-year global depression 
punctuated by geopolitical chaos is another.

• FreightWaves interviewed industry veteran Basil Karatzas, founder of Manhattan-based Karatzas Marine Advisors & 
Co., a firm specializing in consulting, ship-finance advisory services, brokering and appraisals.

• In general, Karatzas believes the pandemic will create “stress tests” for multiple aspects of the industry and the 
results of these tests will set the future course.
o Ownership and restructuring - The 2009 global financial crisis was disastrous for ship owners, spurring 

sudden insolvencies and restructurings followed by years of rolling loan renegotiations.
o Vessel demand - Asked how the coronavirus could affect future vessel demand, Karatzas answered, “I think 

the probability of a catastrophic scenario is rather small.
o Vessel supply - “Ordering for the next several months is pretty much out of the question”
o Evolution of equity markets - U.S. equity markets have been closed to shipping with the exception of a few 

penny-stock deals.
o Evolution of debt finance - On the debt side, banks have generally turned away from traditional asset-

backed ship mortgages in favor of lending against corporate balance sheets and charter cash flows. 
o Coronavirus clauses and risk premiums - Yet another coronavirus-induced evolution will involve shipping 

contract language.

APM Terminals targets ‘logistics logjams’
• APM Terminals is making storage space available at its five North American container terminals to serve importers 

facing what it called “logistics logjams” during the coronavirus crisis.
• Fee-based storage will be available at APM Terminals facilities in Mobile, Alabama; Los Angeles; Miami; Elizabeth, 

New Jersey; and Lazaro Cardenas, Mexico.
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Hemp food producers overcome challenges on sourcing local ingredients, winning grocery shelf space
• Necessity, they say, is the mother of invention. Just ask Carla Boyd, who first started cooking with hemp ingredients 

to manage food allergies and eventually launched a company built around her recipes.
• A lot has changed since Boyd founded Evergreen, Colorado Hemp Way Foods in 2014. For starters, the 2018 Farm 

Bill legalized the regulated production of hemp, which previously had been treated as a quasi-controlled substance.
• The new legal landscape, which has led to a surge in hemp production, and growing consumer demand for plant-

based foods have given rise to a new crop of hemp-based food products ranging from gelato to protein bars. 
National grocer Whole Foods, for example, offers tea, protein powder, granola and milk made from hemp.

• To some extent, firms such as Hemp Way Foods also are riding on the coattails of the Impossible Burger, the plant-
based faux meat patty that caused a media frenzy with its popularity.

• “The Impossible Burger has definitely helped (my business) because it has brought more attention to plant-based 
foods,” said Boyd, who nonetheless shies away from tying her firm’s signature product, a handcrafted hemp burger, 
too closely to the Impossible Burger.

• “My product,” she noted, “is a meat alternative, but it’s not created to have meat flavors. So, it’s very different 
from the Impossible Burger.”

• For all its apparent potential, the market for hemp-based foods is still dominated by cottage-industry businesses, 
according to Boyd, who is among a group of entrepreneurs leading the way by breaking into new retail channels, 
forging relationships with suppliers and, in some cases, developing new business models.

FDA cracks down on three CBD companies making COVID-19 claims
• The FDA has sent warning letters to three more CBD retailers for making COVID-19 claims.
• Indigo Naturals and Native Roots Hemp on Monday, and to CBD Online Store on Wednesday. The FDA warned them 

to stop making claims linked to the coronavirus or else risk legal action, including seizure and injunction.
• The FDA said all three companies sold CBD products that were unapproved and misbranded drugs and violated the 

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. The claims made on their websites, the FDA said, “misleadingly represent 
them as safe and/or effective for the treatment or prevention of COVID-19.”
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NY attorney general orders CBD company to stop marketing products as coronavirus cure
New York state’s attorney general has ordered a CBD company to stop marketing one of its products as “immunity oil” 
against the coronavirus. Attorney General Letitia James said “consumers have encountered these false claims in email 
campaigns” by the company called Finest Herbalist.

Casey's General Stores Plans Non-Fuel Store Format
• Already well known for its pizza program, Casey's General Stores Inc. is going all-in on food at a new store it plans 

to open in West Des Moines.
• The planned store would occupy approximately 2,800 square feet, or 40 percent smaller than a typical Casey's, and 

operate from 5 or 6 a.m. to 10 or 11 p.m. daily.

British American Tobacco Files Patent Infringement Claims Against PMI's IQOS
• British American Tobacco filed a legal challenge against Philip Morris International over heat-not-burn technology.
• BAT is suing its fellow tobacco company for patent infringement in the United States and Germany concerning 

PMI's IQOS. As Reuters reported, BAT — the parent company of Reynolds American Inc. — filed two patent 
infringement claims in the U.S. against PMI, one through the International Trade Commission (ITC) and one in the 
Virginia federal court, seeking remedies for damages caused and an injunction on importing the product.

• According to London-based BAT, the heating blade technology used in IQOS is an earlier version of the technology 
currently being used in its glo tobacco heating devices. The tobacco company plans to launch the glo product line 
in Germany this year.

• PMI began selling IQOS in the U.S. in late 2019 through a pact with Altria Group Inc. The heat-not-burn tobacco 
product was scheduled to hit its third U.S. market this month, as Convenience Store News previously reported.

• "We have seen media reports that BAT has filed legal actions but have not had the opportunity to evaluate its 
allegations. We can say, however, that we will vigorously defend ourselves," Philip Morris said in a statement to 
Reuters.
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The Impact of Coronavirus in the Water Filters Industry
• Coronaviruses and other viruses are made up of nucleic acids and proteins that cause disease among humans. 

Viruses are only reproduced in living cells. The diameter of a virus is usually anywhere from 0.004 to 0.1 microns. 
This is nearly 100 times as small as bacteria.

• There has been a great deal of concern surrounding the possibility of an outbreak for a new influenza virus for a 
long time. This has been more the case in the past months. Now, as we know, the novel coronavirus, also known as 
COVID-19, has caused hundreds of thousands of people to become ill, with thousands of those illnesses resulting in 
death. Some reports indicate that this type of virus could contaminate water.

• Water, which is a resource that humans need daily, might permit the survival of this virus. Tests have shown that 
COVID-19 can be present in the human waste of infected individuals. However, it is not clear if it is viable or 
plentiful enough to spread.

• At this time it is not known whether or not the novel coronavirus will survive in water. Several environmental 
factors have adverse effects on the viral population. Conditions must be suitable for a virus to survive. In water, 
conditions such as light, pH, temperature, salinity, sediment, organic matter, and sediment contribute. Air and 
water interfaces are also determining factors.

Grellner Sales donating beer to make hand sanitizer
Grellner is working with Ozark Brewery and Distillery to recycle out-of-code draft beer into hand sanitizer. The beer 
went out-of-date due to the closure of bars and restaurants in Grellner’s markets. Thirty-three half barrels beer will 
make about 22 gallons of hand sanitizer that will be donated to area hospitals, first responders and the general public.

Small American Wineries are Fighting to Survive the Crisis
Winemakers across the nation are facing the harsh realities as a WineAmerica survey completed by 10 percent of the 
industry in the third week of March showed nearly 4,500 layoffs and a $40.4 million loss. If we take the respondents as 
representative, says WineAmerica, U.S. wineries got clobbered for a total estimated $400 million last month. 
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Old Vaccines Being Dusted Off To Potentially Provide Stopgap During Months-Long Development Of A New One
There is some history that shows that other vaccines can boost the immune system's response, providing some cross-
protection from other viruses. But there is no evidence that the technique will work enough with coronavirus. But 
development of a new vaccine is supposed to take at least a year, and some think using older vaccines might help 
bridge that gap.

The New York Times: Millions Of Children Are At Risk For Measles As Coronavirus Fears Halt Vaccines 
More than 100 million children could be at risk for measles because countries around the world are suspending 
national immunization programs in order to reduce the risk of coronavirus infection, international public health leaders 
warned on Monday. So far, 24 low- and middle-income countries, including Mexico, Nigeria and Cambodia, have 
paused or postponed such programs, according to the Measles and Rubella Initiative, a consortium whose members 
include UNICEF, the American Red Cross, the World Health Organization, the United Nations Foundation and the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

New York City Seeks Rain Ponchos As Surgical Gowns Dwindle 
New York City officials have asked local organizations for rain ponchos to be used as medical gowns as Mayor Bill de 
Blasio said some protective equipment would be in short supply this week. While the city had enough N95 masks, 
surgical masks and gloves for the coming week, it didn’t have sufficient surgical gowns and face shields, Mr. de Blasio, a 
Democrat, said during a press conference Sunday. The shortage has forced the city to be creative to protect its health-
care workers during the coronavirus pandemic, officials said. 

Anticipating Staffing Shortages, Hospitals Take Steps To Train Up Some Workers, Call Back Retired Providers
As hospitals pause some services, workers trained in specialty areas have little to do even as staffing needs surge amid 
the crisis. Hospitals are trying to train those providers and recruit retirees as well to handle the expected influx of 
patients. In other health-care worker news: hazard pay, mask shortages, childcare concerns, and more.

29Healthcare Update
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Some Ironclad Best Medical Practices Tossed Out The Window In Face Of COVID-19's Chaotic Destruction
Doctors talk about what they would have liked to know about the progression of the illness a month ago when they 
started treating severe cases. In other news: rationing care, viral loads and the life span of the virus.

Furor Erupts: Billions Going To Hospitals Based On Medicare Billings, Not COVID-19
• Probably few hospital systems need the emergency federal grants announced this week to handle the coronavirus 

crisis as badly as Florida’s Jackson Health does.
• Miami, its base of operations, is the worst COVID-19 hot spot in one of the most severely hit states. Even in normal 

years, the system sometimes barely makes money. At least two of its staff members have died of the virus.
• But in a scathing letter to policymakers, system CEO Carlos Migoya said the way Washington has handled the bailout 

“could jeopardize the very existence” of Jackson, one of the nation’s largest public health systems.
• Migoya and executives at other beleaguered systems are blasting the government’s decision to take a one-size-fits-all 

approach to distributing the first $30 billion in emergency grants. HHS confirmed Friday it would give hospitals and 
doctors money according to their historical share of revenue from the Medicare program for seniors — not according 
to their coronavirus burden.

• States such as Minnesota, Nebraska and Montana, which the pandemic has touched relatively lightly, are getting 
more than $300,000 per reported COVID-19 case in the $30 billion, according to a Kaiser Health News analysis.

• On the other hand, New York, the worst-hit state, would receive only $12,000 per case. Florida is getting $132,000 
per case. KHN relied on a state breakdown provided to the House Ways and Means Committee by HHS along with 
COVID-19 cases tabulated by The New York Times.

COVID-19 costs could reach $556 billion over two years
For each person admitted into intensive care, costs, on average, could exceed $30,000, according to an AHIP study. 
The cost to insurers from COVID-19 could range from $56 billion to $556 billion over the next two years, according to a 
Wakely Consulting Group study that was done for America's Health Insurance Plans. For each person admitted into 
intensive care, costs, on average, could exceed $30,000. 
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Opinions from freight industry sector leaders

• The number of asset carriers that will cease operations in the near term may increase.
• The generally lower volumes we saw in the first quarter will be magnified.
• Volumes are projected to remain lower than in previous years as non-essential businesses limit production.
• Market spikes will occur as customers that suffered from the effects of coronavirus replenish inventories.
• Shippers push low quantity purchase orders more frequently on volumes that, historically, filled truckload supply.
• Freight demand is anticipated to increase in the partial truckload and LTL sectors.
• The U.S. freight market could struggle to rebound, taking six months to stabilize.
• Higher freight volumes and lower quantities
• Increases in dropshipping
• Margin compression
• More competition
• Consumers will change their buying patterns.
• Shippers will continue building strategic relationships with trusted partners.
• The pandemic will affect truckers the most in the next 12 months.
• Companies will focus on achieving pre-crisis business results, then settle into the new normal thereafter.
• Companies will make more of an effort to create diverse supply chains.
• Smaller businesses with limited manufacturing options more than those with scale and flexibility will be hurt the 

most by the pandemic.
• Inefficiencies of the traditional freight brokerage brought to light.
• Providers that have invested in differentiating their products and technology are poised to gain confidence from 

the shipper and carrier communities.
• A freight recession is possible
• Freight load and lane profiles will change as the U.S. industry starts on-shoring through automation and a 

calculated move away from JIT inventory 
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• Autonomous trucking will make commercial driving a safer, more enjoyable job.
• Autonomous vehicles have great potential for improving existing, high-demand                                                    

transportation services, moving everything from passengers to packages. While                                                
most attention is focused on cars and drones, the autonomous industry sees the                                               
greatest near-term potential in another commercial trucking.

• Reductions in costs and simplification of processes are some of the many benefits                                            
1. Saving on Shipping Costs - With autonomous trucking, human involvement in the                                                                           

driving function can be significantly decreased, lowering driver costs. Companies can eliminate                              
the labor costs of overnight driving or long-distance trips and will not have to pay other costs linked to human drivers, like 
insurance and accident liability.

2. Solve the Driver Shortage Problem - There simply aren’t enough truck drivers on the road today. NPR reports a current 
shortage of 60,000 drivers, with as many as 100,000 needed in the next few years. Some businesses are overloading their trucks, 
pushing drivers beyond accepted safe driving practices, and must look for different ways to ship their products on time.

3. Changing Location and Number of Distribution Centers - More trucks on the road can create two different paths for 
production and distribution centers. One option would reduce the cost of transportation, leading to a reduction in the number of
distribution centers. Current centers can either be enlarged or consolidated into centralized locations. However, shorter lead 
times may also lead to an increase in the number of distribution centers. With autonomous trucking, more trucks on the road 
might lead to an increase in the number or variety of products available for shipment.

4. Creation of Platoon-based Truck Fleets - Automated trucking can allow businesses to create platoons of trucks. Controlled 
by the lead truck and driving in procession, these fleets would arrive at a single location at the same time. One person can 
manage multiple platoons and split up trucks individually when needed. Convoys of trucks would reduce delays in the delivery of 
larger shipment volumes seen in full truckload shipments. It would also cut down on the need to have numerous people 
controlling individual vehicles.

5. Automation of the Supply Chain - In the future, autonomous trucking won’t be the only part of the supply chain in which 
humans aren’t the main operators. Why not automate loading and unloading as well? This would lead to a further reduction in 
human-associated costs and labor. Some companies already have autonomous forklifts and other automated warehouse 
machinery, but further automation is currently being explored.
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